A,/ é_0 -°ÍX -*. A + *') A-A P(A) exist in K-, the corresponding negative space, for p-almost every À and / eK+.
It is shown that for each X the <p\j form a pre-Hilbert space JL using the natural inner product ((pi, <pg)\ = Hm. Furthermore, though it is clear that not all solutions to Per = Act can be used in the eigenfunction expansion (consider P = -A on E and a = elp x with p = (p., p.) nonreal and yp? + p? = A> O), the whole question of eliminating the unwanted ones in the case of infinite domains by specifying a boundary condition at infinity (radiation condition) has only been settled in certain cases [17] .
The approach which has succeeded in the case of partial differential operators starts with the spectral measure E( • ) arising in the spectral representation of P.
One then shows that
where / is an interval, 0 is a hermitian kernel which satisfies the equation P0(x, \ A) = A0(x, ", A) and r is a positive measure on the real line [9] . = if/ will mean lima " <j>a(g) = i//(g) V geK+, where <pa, \ft £ K_.
Our first theorem is a slight generalization of a result which is essentially known. Theorem 1. Let p be a locally bounded positive Borel measure. Then LDecember dE(.)f _dPodE(-)f dp dp dp0
If f, g e H + then (E(~ )f, g) is absolutely continuous with respect to p .
Proof. We first prove the theorem for p = p..
Let m be a countable dense subset of K+. Then if f, g e\ we have 
Again, we let A" denote the pQ-null set (independent of /, g € K+) where
)/dp fails to exist and introduce the p-null set A. where dp /dp I s dp ■dp= 0 implying d(E(')f, g)/dp= 0 p-a.e. on AQ -Ají that is dE(')f/dp = 0 p-a.e.
on A. -A.. The proof is complete.
Berezanskiï' gives several examples of suitable spaces H+ and operators T for the case when K = LAG), where G is a region in E", and A is a selfadjoint operator on G. One of the simplest is to take K+C W2(G) (I > n/2) and (u, v)+= (qu, qv)t where q is a suitably chosen real valued function.
The next theorem establishes an abstract pre-Hilbert space of solutions to A0 = X<p where A = jXE(dX). Let JHA = \<pXJ: f £ K+L
We shall be primarily interested in Theorem 2 for p = p., although it is proved here for any positive locally bounded Borel measure-i.e. one for which the various derivatives can be proved to exist.
Theorem 2. JH. is a pre-Hilbert space with the inner product (cp, ifs)x = d(E(-)f, g)/dp, where cp, i/t are the weak derivatives dE(')f/dp, dE(')g/dp resp.
Proof. We first show that the inner product is well defined.
Suppose E(A)/j/p(A) -» <p, and E(A)/2/p(A) -♦ cp as A shrinks to ¡Af; then
-» 0 as A shrinks to {Al and therefore the inner product is well defined.
Conjugate linearity for v, ')A follows easily from the conjugate linearity of the original inner product (• , *)• Now we prove that ||<7j|L = 0 implies 0=0. then i/i = S°° . C xfj where S°° , |C I < oo. We conclude that t n = \ n t n n = l ' n'
whence ifi € K_. 
it is clear that (2) with t\ = ( -oc, oo) becomes
If we divide (2) by p(A) and take the limit as A shrinks to iAl we deduce that p-a. can be strictly larger than 7(x. Consequently, the condition (</>, (A -\)u) = 0 is 
In the case of general p we still have
where C is independent of /, g but does depend on X , p and has a finite limit as p -► 0+.
Although Theorem 6 is stated for fairly general p, it is still more useful to use the measure pn especially if completeness of the eigenfunction expansion is desired.
The next theorem gives a formula showing that p. can in fact be easily computed.
Theorem 7. Let \e \ be a complete orthonormal set in K" and f = Te , n r 0 ' n n n = 1, 2, • • • . Then r 2iep0(dp) (
Proof (8) <cp(A, a), <p*(X, ß)) = 8aß
(San being the Kronecker delta).
From (6) and (7) we conclude that If we recall the definition of (', ') it is clear that dl) (<t>Kf,<p-(Kß)) = (f,<p(Kß))0.
Certainly from (7) we have (12) (^./'«>0= Z Ca(f)(<p(X,*),g)0.
ae'A If we now combine (10), (11) and (12), and substitute into (6) we obtain the theorem with the sums being taken over a, ß £ L. This, however, completes the proof if we let 0-^0= 0 for (a, ß) $ I^x Ix.
Remark 4. If the <p(X, a) fail to be measurable then the set Aa= i A: ae/jl or the functions (/, <^>(A, a))n> aaa(*> could fail to be measurable. The conclusion of Theorem 8 is not affected because 1^ ß(f, çb(X, a)), aa (X) (g, (p(X, ß))0 = (d/dp.) (E(~ )f, g) is always measurable. If the hypothesis of Theorem 8 is bolstered by the assumption that, for each a, di(X, a) be weakly measurable, then the /. can be chosen to yield measurability of Aa, (/, <£(A, a))0» and oa (A). It is obvious that such a limit fails to exist when / is in the eigenspace of A.
Lemma 2, however, enables us to obtain a straightforward generalization of this result from the theorem of Gârding [9]. 
Proof of Lemma 2. It suffices to prove the result for the positive and negative parts of the real and imaginary parts of p separately. Hence we shall assume in the proof that p is also a positive measure. It is known that (dp/dp)(x) exists for p-a.e. x as a limit of quotients (see preamble to Theorem 1). We prove in fact that (5) holds whenever the derivative exists, and in order to convey the idea of the proof with a minimum of notation, we take x = 0. Suppose now that (dp/dp)(0) = C. Given C' <C and C" > C we choose 8 such that 0 <s < 8 implies C 'p(Ag) < p(As) < C"p(As). Then (19) C flpiAJh^, s)ds< /0SM(As)ij(e, s) ¿s < C"f& p(As) h^c, s) ds.
If we now combine (18) and (19) with (17) and above by B(C", e). We know from Lemma 3 that the denominators above vanish only on a set of p-measure zero. Furthermore, lim^. B(C, () -0 so that for e small enough we have C' < Q(e) < C . Since C , C" was subject only to the condition C' <C < C", it follows that lim e_" + Q(() = C.
Lemma 3. // p is a positive Borel measure on the real line for which f[p(dx)/(l + x )] < oo, then the set of points \x: lim f----p(ay)=0 I e->0+ J (x -y)2 + (2 ) has a p-measure zero.
Proof. Since
it suffices to show that the lower derivative vanishes on a p-null set.
Let N be the set Example. We show in this example that TI x can be strictly smaller than H_.
Let H0= L2(£2) and let a(x) = (l + |Xj|),+r(l + |x2|)1+e where e > 0. We define T~ by (T~lu)(x) = q(x)(d2u/dx ax2)(x) whence
Tf ( 
